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I Verbal Ability (75%) 

Select the best or most suitable answer and make an X over the letter on your answer sheet. 

Example: A  B  C  D (if B is the best answer)  

 

 

Part 1: Vocabulary (Questions 1-10) 30%  

1. Our efforts to minimize the virus’s spread remain ________, with many people refusing to wear masks or 

practice social distancing. 

(A) cold-hearted  (B) half-hearted   (C) warm-hearted  (D) blind-hearted   

 

2. The early stages of the mass vaccination campaign have been a ________, far behind schedule and full of 

frustration for people to try to get shots. 

(A) mass   (B) math    (C) mess     (D) meth                         

 

3. __________ anecdotes from neighbors and friends were circulated all the time, and I imagine you’ve 

heard similar anecdotes. 

(A) Maddening    (B) Mad    (C) Maddish    (D) Madden             

 

4. It is worth ________ to reflect on what an indictment of our society this vaccine roll out story is. 

(A) pushing   (B) pausing   (C) publishing    (D) policing               

 

5. The world’s richest, most powerful country has almost 20 million vaccine doses that are sitting 

_________. Meanwhile, people are desperately trying to sign up and often failing.  

(A)misused    (B) overused     (C) underused    (D) unused         

 

6. The ____________ of the bungled vaccine rollout can be fatal. 

(A) conversation    (B) contemplation   (C) consequence   (D) compliment   

 

7. Wearing a mask isn’t much fun. But the ________ sure seems worth the benefits. 

(A) inconvenience   (B) inconsequence   (C) conversation  (D) incomfort     

 

8. The Biden plan to accelerate vaccinations looks ________, many experts say. 

(A) promise     (B) promising    (C) promised      (D) unpromised        

 

 

X 
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9. Maybe the ______ to action can come from a diverse array of celebrities, politicians and business 
executives. 

(A ) talks     (B) plays      (C) asks     (D) calls                     

 

10. A more contagious _______ of the virus is forcing Britain’s hospitals to ration oxygen. 

(A ) variant   (B) variety   (C) variable     (D) variability              

 

 

Part 2: Cloze Test (Questions 11 to 25)   45% 

 

American Congress overwhelmingly approved a __11__ to let Lloyd Austin, a retired Army general, 

serve as Biden’s defense secretary. The Senate appears set to __12__ him today, making Austin the first 

Black American to lead the Pentagon. 

11. (A) wave      (B) waiver        (C) waving       (D) waive     

12. (A) confirm    (B) confront      (C) convey       (D) conduct      

 

The Huanan Seafood Market was ___13___ believed to be the source of the outbreak after workers 

developed flu-like symptoms. The Market, a hub of animal trading, has since been ___14__ as the 

source of the virus according to reports attributing virus spread were carried by animals.  

13. (A ) institutively  (B) inventively  (C) initially     (D) inquisitively      

14. (A ) pointed   (B) pinpointed   (C) outpointed    (D) offpointed      

 

The accidental and ___15__ popularity of “Pepe the Frog” cropped out from Furie’s comic pages, 

inventively augmented through image ___16___ software and widely copy-pasted across digital media 

platforms has made it as one of the most ___17___ examples of an “Internet meme.”  

15. (A ) unpredictable  (B) unbelievable  (C) undesirable  (D) understandable    

16. (A ) edition   (B) additive   (C) edited   (D) editing                   

17. (A ) represented  (B) personated  (C) representative  (D) preventive       

 

The “Pepe the Frog” meme has been repeatedly __18__ as a textbook case study of how, after the global 

popularization of Internet access, the __19__ practices of digital media users can ___20__ anyone or 

anything up the plateau of momentary and self-fulfilling relevance. 

18. (A ) provoked    (B) invoked    (C) revoked     (D)evoked         

19. (A ) creative  (B) creature    (C) created    (D) creation             

20. (A) propel   (B) protect     (C) protest    (D) proven              
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_____21_______reports have suggested coronavirus is a leaked biological weapon. The most popular 
____22___that the virus was __23_____ in a laboratory and has been __24_____, or that coronavirus is a 
biological weapon manufactured by the US government to increase demand for vaccines. None of these 
theories have been __25______. 

 

21. (A) Uncomplicated  (B) Unconfirmed  (C) Unconcluded (D) Unconditioned  

22. (A) claim    (B) case    (C) candidate    (D) compliance             

23. (A) conceived  (B) created   (C) contorted   (D) creamed              

24. (A) presented    (B) promoted   (C) patented   (D) painted            

25. (A) subtracted   (B) subscribed   (C) submerged  (D) substantiated      

 

II. Writing Ability 25% 

To ban or not to ban visitors coming to Taiwan 

As a response to the worsening pandemic, officials have planned to restrict visitors coming to Taiwan. 

This might be an effective way to prevent the spread of Covid-19 and its variants but this can be hard for 

people who are planning to travel during the New Year holidays. Tourism and business might also suffer 

due to the effects of the enforcement. 

Please write down your opinions on what would be the best way to deal with the current situation, provide 

one or two cases to speak for the pro and con of the decision and conclude with a sound advice to the 

dilemma. 

 

 

 

※不可書寫個人姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號 

 

 

 

 

 


